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BSU celebrates past for 10th anniversary 
by Jell Dive* 
•tall reporter 
"The past is the key to the present 
and the future," Angela L. Foote, Black 
Student Union (BSU) president, said in 
an interview last week. 
Foote explained that the past is 
important to the role of the BSU, which 
is celebrating its 10th anniversary this 
quarter. 
The BSU has progressed through 
experience and grown through time," 
Foote said. 
Robert Horn, first chairman of the 
BSU, said in 1969, "The purpose of the 
BSU is to bring about awareness of the 
black problem in Bowling Green and to 
give blacks here an united voice." 
Foote said that purpose is the same for 
BSU today. 
"THE BSU is a place for black- 
minded students, both black and white, 
to gather," Horn said in 1969. "I think 
this will help to bring white students 
and black students together..." 
On Febuary 21,1969, a group of black 
students gathered at a University 
Student Council (now the Student 
Government Association) meeting with 
a list of 16 demands to help the black 
students at the University, Foote said, 
adding that It was the BSU's first ac- 
tivity after forming weeks earlier. 
The first BSU administration con- 
sisted of Horn, Ted Arnold, Arye 
Butler, James Brown and John Frazer. 
Demands the BSU listed, Foote said, 
were that an ethnic studies program 
and a minority recruitment program be 
formed. That minority recruitment 
program lead to the formation of a 
student development program. 
FOOTE SAID that BSU members 
approached the council "because they 
felt the needs of the black students 
weren't being met by the ad- 
ministration." 
Included on the list of 16 demands, 
she said, was that Butler and Brown, 
both BSU members, be appointed to the 
council as black representatives. She 
said the council appointed them that 
evening, adding that this was strange 
since the council's constitution said 
appointmifts only could be made after 
two meetings. 
"They (councilmembers) followed 
their hearts and not the council con- 
situation," one council member noted 
that evening. 
A GROUP OF fraternity and sorority 
members protested the appointments 
since the council had not followed 
procedure, Foote said. The greeks then 
demanded their own representatives 
to the council so the council acted to 
unseat Butler and Brown, she said. 
Foote said that most of the BSU's 
demands were met by council. She said 
in 1970, the BSU gave another list of 
demands to SGA because the blacks felt 
they were "pretty much ignored." 
"They also said that if the demands 
weren't met, there would be a boycott 
not allowing anymore blacks to the 
University," Foote said. 
SHE SAID the proposed boycott of 
black students at the University caused 
a lot of controversy and campus unrest. 
But, she said, the demands were met. 
Among the things the BSU has sup- 
ported in the last 10 years is the Paul X. 
Moody case. Moody, a black University 
student, was tried and convicted for 
attempted rape of a University co-ed in 
1976, Foote said. 
"They (the court) wanted to get 
someone for the crime and Paul had 
been with the BSU. I think that has 
something to do with it," Foote said. 
"One of the pui ,x>ses of the BSU is to 
help  the  black  student  in  political 
situations," she said. 
THE BSU supports making divest- 
ments in South Africa, working with the 
Student Development Program, 
establishing different organizations for 
blacks and fighting against minority 
funding cuts. 
The BSU also sponsors many 
programs and speakers to "give dif- 
ferent viewpoints and perspectives to 
what's happening in the world," Foote 
said. She said that all students are 
invited to the BSU programs. 
"Our present administration would 
like to get the black and white students 
working together more," Foote said, 
adding that she has been working with 
SGA. 
"One of the things Robert Horn said 
is that the requirement to be a BSU 
member is to be black-minded," she 
said. "It doesn't matter if you're white, 
black, purple or green." 
The G views 
Bowling "Green State University 
Wednes- 
day^ 18-79 Senate debates faculty leaves,committees 
BG instructor 
42nd in Boston 
Bob McOmber, University 
finance and insurance instructor, 
finished 42nd of 7,600 runner in 
the Boston Marathon Monday, 
the second best place by an Ohio 
resident. McOmber clocked a 
2:18.16and last year finished 
17th. 
University junior Rex Coldren 
finished 247th at2:29.13. Other 
Bowling Green competitors were 
Gary Hoovler (2:49.30), Sid Sink 
i 2:51.371. Louis Auguston, 
(2:48.29). Kim "Tip" Frank 
(2:57.26) and Dr. Richard Bowers 
(3:21). 
Bowers, Director of the 
Human Performance Laboratory 
in the Department of Health and 
Physical Education, ran for the 
Northwest Ohio Heart 
Association with pledges of 
18,800. 
County cyclethon 
set for Saturday 
Stereo record players, 10-speed 
bicycles, cassette recorders, 8- 
track tape players, quilted vest, 
computer games, watches and 
cameras are prizes to be 
awarded at the Seventh Annual 
Wood County Cyclethon, which 
will begin at 8 a .m., Saturday, 
April 31. 
Participants may begin the 
cyclethon at any one of the 11 
courses set up around the county, 
regardless of their place of 
residence. One course will begin 
at the University Ice Arena 
parking lot. 
Cyclists are encouraged to get 
as many sponsors as possible, 
who will pay them an agreed 
upon amount for each mile 
cycled. Sponsor sign-up sheets 
are available at banks 
throughout Wood County or at the 
Easter Seal Office, 500 Lehman 
Ave. 
Proceeds from the cyclethon 
will go to the Easter Seal Society 
and American Youth Hostels. 
Prizes will be awarded to par- 
ticipants on the basis of the 
amount of money earned by each 
rider. 
For information on Saturday's 
event, call 352-1252 or 352-1735. 
inside 
NEWS-Campus Safety and 
Security updates its progress in 
following 1977 ad hoc panel's 
suggestions. Pafe 4. 
weather 
SUNNY-Hlgh 63 F (17 C), low 
33 F (6 C), 10 percent chance of 
precipitation. 
by Mary Dannemlller 
staff writer 
Problems with the Faculty Leaves 
Program dealing with research and 
development were discussed and an 
amended article of the University 
Charter concerning University standing 
committees and membership was 
approved yesterday by Faculty Senate. 
Dr. Thomas B. Cobb, representing 
the Faculty Research Committee" 
(FRC) said there is "a high probability 
of success" that an application for 
leave by a faculty member will be 
approved. 
He referred to last year's figures 
which show that 19 of 24 applications for 
faculty research and 15 of 16 this year, 
were recommended for approval. 
Dr. Kenneth A. Robb, representing 
the Faculty Development Committee 
i FDC), explained that in a three-year 
period 28 of 32 applications for faculty 
development have been approved. 
PROBLEMS IN THE Faculty Leaves 
Program, in both areas of research and 
development, concern the amount of 
salary given to the faculty member on 
leave, advance planning and deadlines 
for applications. 
1
 Cobb said that a faculty member 
going on leave for one year receives 
one-half of his salary; for two quarters 
receives two-thirds of his salary and for 
one quarter receives his full salary. 
Because a year's leave is more 
desirable to a faculty member who 
needs that amount of time, that person 
wiH have to "go scratching for the other 
50 percent" of his salary, Cobb ex- 
plained. 
With more advanced planning, a 
faculty member would have more time 
to possibly secure outside funding to 
combine with the one-half salary and 
the faculty leave would be financially 
possible, he said. 
ROBB NAMED SEVERAL reasons 
Dick Edwards 
Vice president's career 
reflects 'good breaks' 
by Danlse Sakal 
•tall raportat 
"Extraordinarily good breaks" have 
played a significant role in the career of 
University Vice President Richard A. 
Edwards. 
Edwards came to the University in 
1971 after working for two years at the 
National Science Foundation (NSF) in 
Washington, D.C. as a special assistant 
to the director of NSF. His work cen- 
tered around policy-related issues, 
congressional relations and public 
understanding of science. 
Prior to NSF, Edwards was ap- 
pointed assistant to the president at his 
alma mater, Kent State University 
(KSU). At 27, he became the youngest 
executive officer at that university. 
Edwards said he first became in- 
terested in education after working for 
former U.S. Congressman Charles A. 
Mosher for more than four years. He 
left school his senior year at KSU, 
where he was a Journalism major, to 
work for Mosher, who was legislative 
spokesman and authority on education. 
"MY SENIOR year of coUege, I had 
no idea I'd be getting into politics or 
governmental work, so It was a great 
break for me to work with someone so 
talented," 
While working for Mother, Edwards 
completed his undergraduate studies at 
American University In Washington, 
D.C, but officially received his 
bachelor's degree from KSU. He later 
received his' master's degree in 
political science at KSU. 
After leaving KSU in 1966, Edwards 
returned to the NSF to help redesign 
congressional relations and initiated a 
grant-making program to raise public 
awareness of science. 
EDWARDS SAD he met University 
President Dr. Hollis A. Moore Jr. while 
working for NSF at an American 
Council on Education meeting. Moore 
suggested the two get together to talk, 
"I thought he was another college 
president trying to hustle a grant from 
NSF," Edwards said. 
Moore offered Edwards the Job of 
executive assistant to the president, but 
Edwards said he was initially unin- 
terested. 
However, after persuasion and 
persistence by Moore, Edwards ac- 
cepted the Job. His first responsibilities 
centered on redesigning the ad- 
ministrative structure of the Univer- 
sity. 
"I FOUND THAT intriguing because 
I wanted to start something new," he 
explained. 
In 1973, Edwards took a year's leave 
to become the executive director of the 
Citizen's Task Force on Higher 
Education. When he returned, he was 
named vice-president and in 1971 was 
named secretary of the University 
Board of Trustees. 
Looking back, Edwards said he feels 
he got where he is by remaining flexible 
in his career goals. 
"I really fed that while it is nice to 
have a specific goal and objective, it's 
also important to stay loose. I've had a 
checkered career," he explained. 
Although there are some days when 
there does not seem to be enough time 
to do everything, Edwards said he 
enjoys his Job. 
"IT'S A PRESSURE cooker 
existence. Some days I 'm spread pretty 
thin, but I like it that way. The days are 
long, but I enjoy it," he added. 
As vice president, Edwards deals 
with non-academic policy making 
Issues, acts as the University's lobbyist 
in Columbus, and works closely with 
why more faculty members are not 
going on leave: 
Special financial arrangements must 
be made. 
Departments with salary increase 
considerations do not know how to 
"handle" people on leave. 
Faculty are reluctant to temporarily 
desert their families for a year's leave. 
Faculty are concerned with present 
responsibilities. 
Effects of the leave on courses, 
departments, colleges and the 
University are uncertain. 
ROBB ADDED THAT with advanced 
planning by faculty members leaves on 
the spur of the moment could be 
avoided. 
Cobb also advocated more advanced 
planning for leaves because of the 
imposition placed on the department to 
find a replacement when a faculty 
member leaves suddenly. 
Deadlines for applying for a leave 
were discussed and Cobb suggested 
that there be two deadlines: one in late 
fall for a spring leave and the other in 
early spring for a leave of absence the 
following fall. 
Dr. Joseph E. Kivlin, professor and 
chair of the sociology department, 
suggested eliminating deadlines and 
inviting more faculty to submit ap- 
plications. 
KIVLIN ADDED THAT one-quarter 
leaves should be eliminated and that 
less time should be spent evaluating 
applications.  __ 
He said that the Fl3cand FRC should 
stop worrying whether applicants are 
worthy to go on leave. 
"People do things in differenways 
Leave it up to them as to what is best," 
he said referring to how the structure of 
the research or development projects 
are evaluated. 
Cobb explained that application 
deadlines are flexible and by not having 
any deadlines, applications requesting 
similar research could not be com- 
pared. 
"I DONT THINK it's dragging," he 
said of the evaluation process, noting 
that it usually takes about a month. 
Faculty Senate also approved an 
amended article to the University 
Charter concerning the composition of 
committee membership on University 
standing committees. 
The amended version of the article 
states that the Committee on Com- 
mittees iCOC) will appoint a faculty 
member in his first four year at the 
University to a standing committee. 
Tliis will spread faculty involvement 
over more committees, Dr. Bette J. 
Logsdon, COC chairman said. 
The amended article also says that 
all appointed and ex-officio members of 
standing committees shall have voting 
rights but shall not be eligible to serve 
as chairmen and persons designated as 
consultants do not have voting 
priviliges. 
stall photo by Tim Westhoven 
University Vice President Dick Edwards in his McFall 
Center of lice. 
the president in the day-to-day ad- 
ministration of the president's office. 
Since he has been with the Univer- 
sity, Edwards said he has seen more 
decentralization with new and novel 
approaches to management. 
"I've been very impressed with the 
University's capacity for change. I've 
seen the creation of several new 
colleges," he said, explaining that there 
have been major changes in the budget 
process for allocation of resources. 
"I'M ALSO impressed with the 
problem   solving   capacity   at   this 
University. By and large, students, 
faculty and staff work closely together 
and that's a credit to the institution." 
Although there are presently no signs 
of declining enrollment, Edwards said 
he will concentrate on making the 
University attractive to future 
students. 
"I think there will be renewed em- 
phasis on doing everything possible to 
make the University attractive to 
prospective candidates because the 
market will be Increasingly com- 
petitive. I don't want to take anything 
for granted," he said. 
EDWARDS SAID he has no definite 
plans about his future, but expects to 
continue in education. 
"I'm an Ohioan and have good strong 
positive feelings about the state. I 
expect to continue in some aspect of 
higher education and stay in the public 
arena. I may, at some time, run for 
legislative office," he said. 
A nature of Bellevue, Ohio, Edwards 
said he is an avid reader and enjoys the 
theater and all music, along with being 
a "travel map freak," He was married 
in 1958 to Nadine Henney, and they have 
three daughters. 
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speaking out. 
the phone company can be tamed and trained 
Outside of the red tape problems 
students encounter with the University, 
what is one of the most frequent 
complaints which students have? 
It Is Geee, that la GTE's telephone 
service. 
Nearly every student, either on or 
off campus, has encountered a problem 
in placing a call. One of the more 
famous mechanical problems includes 
dialing a long distace number, 
receiving an on-campus party and 
having calls end up nowhere. Of course, 
there are also the billing problems with 
calls that a student never made. 
GENERAL Telephone problems are 
not unique to BG.      Last  week, 
Oberlin College students decided to 
take on the telephone giant in an at- 
tempt to improve their service. 
The problems they have described 
sound very familiar. 
Tom 
Smith 
The students, with the assistance of 
the Oberlin chapter of the Ohio Public 
Interset Research Group (OPIRG) 
have cited GTE for violating 12 
regulations of the Public Utilities 
Commission of Ohio (PUCO). Students, 
OPIRG and local General Telephone 
officials are meeting next Monday to 
consider 10 suggestions for improving 
the service. Janice White, state 
director of OPIRG, said if they are not 
satisfied with the company's reaponae 
they will file a formal complaint with 
the PUCO. 
THE violations, complaints and 
recommendations are the result of a 
survey taken last December of 
Oberlln-s 2,700 students. White said 22 
percent, or 604 students, completed a 
thorough questionnaire on their phone 
service. The college has a centrex and 
billing number system similar to the 
University's. 
Among the violations of the PUCO 
code for telephone companies include I 
bills sent at irregular intervals; 90 
percent of the callers not reaching their 
party, getting a busy signal or a 
recorded message but have gotten only 
dead air; 27 percent found GTE em- 
ployees rude; failure to provide service 
to tenant who was denied service 
because the previous tenant failed to 
pay; 41 percent have asked GTE about 
their credit rating and have not 
received any information; 89 percent 
had asked GTE about the security 
deposit and never received any written 
information; GTE failed to give In- 
formation on how to get a security 
deposit back, and the company failed to 
respond to repair calls within the 
required 24 hours after notification. 
The recommendations for im- 
provement include the elimination of 
human and mechanical errors in 
completing calls. GTE should provide 
better operator service and more long 
distance trunk lines. The phone com- 
pany should provide any person ap- 
plying for phone service written in- 
formation about the following: security 
deposits; deleting unmade calls from 
bills; and the fact that rules governing 
telephone companies are on file at the 
local office. 
IT does seem the GTE customers are 
being shortchanged in the area of 
quality service. Compare that GTE 
charges $10.90 for a private line and 
Ohio Bell charges only $10.50 for the 
same service. The difference Is even 
greater on two party lines, in which 
Ohio Bell charges $8.35 and General 
Telephone charges $9.80. 
John Kloss, director of the Student 
Consumer Union, said that his 
organization handles Individual 
complaints and does not try to take on 
major corporations. "We have never 
been a consumer advocate, a Ralph 
Nader-type of organization, because we 
don't have the student interest or 
staff," he explained. 
The OPIRG, according to White, is a 
student-funded and student-controlled 
group in the state. Each chapter levies 
a refundable $6 fee each quarter for 
their service. The campus student body 
elects the board of directors and con- 
trols the projects. The fee pays for the 
research on consumer, environmental 
and governmental issues and for a full- 
time staff. 
WHETHER Oberlin succeeds or not, 
perhaps some University organization 
should take a serious look at the 
situation and consider taking on GTE. 
White expressed an Interest in forming 
a chapter here or at least helping wage 
war against the phone company. If 
SGA, CSU or another group desires a 
project that benefits all the students, 
here is one to tackele. If the corporation 
is violating the regulations, then we 
have the law on our side in challenging 
the quality of GTE's service. 
Tom Smith Is the aultant editorial 
editor of the New*. 
opinion, 
answer the 
merger questions 
Why should WBGU-TV and WGTE-TV merge? 
This is a question on the minds of many students, faculty and staff. 
However, no one seems to know the answer. 
It seems that University administrators and WGTE officials in Toledo 
do not want to talk about these negotiations because of their preliminary 
nature. The negotiators have forgotten that they are managing public 
properties and that the status of the talks should be available to the 
public. 
Too much is at stake here for even a close-mouthed attitude in the 
preliminary stages. 
Where is the financial problem that requires merger? Robert Smith, 
president and general manager of WGTE, claims they are enjoying a 
rosy budgeting period. Their public funding festival recently brought in 
more than $130,000, up considerably over last year, we are told. 
Channel 57's festival netted $51,670, considerably more than last year's 
$43,700. The University owns the station and contributes about $400,000 to 
the station's total operating budget of $1.4 million. The University's share 
is considerable, but note it is still only about one-fourth of the budget. If 
the University is that hard up for money, why are they not telling us? 
One of the major questions in any merger situation is: What happens to 
the facilities of the two formerly independent groups? WGTE currently 
rents studio space in a city-owned building which is slated for eventual 
demolition in Toledo's master plan. Then would the merged operation use 
WBGU-TV facilities? Or would it occupy the new downtown building 
proposed by the Toledo Chamber of Commerce that wuld house the 
displaced WTOL-TV, growing WSPD-TV and also WGTE. 
Whichever station loses its broadcast center, it will affect its present 
employees.There are some 40 to 50 students working at the Troup Street 
studio in various capacities, from the more obvious broadcast and 
journalism students to art and marketing students. There also are 34 full- 
time employees at WBGU. 
The programming content of the stations may be similar, but they are 
not identical. Channel 57's signal is reached through all of Northwest 
Ohio, carrying rural-oriented material. Channel 30 programs basically 
urbans affairs material for viewers in their 40-mile radius broadcast 
area. 
A number of questions remain unanswered. If the merger is going to be 
carried through, the parties involved should lay their cards on the table 
so that all concerned will understand the reasons for the merger. The 
administrators currently are heading in the direction of a final rubber 
stamp decision by the trustees of WGTE and the University. 
guest column. 
corporate powers are a threat to our health 
I want to share an experience that 
made me stop and wonder. During the 
wind storm last week a huge tree fell in 
my yard, Just missing the corner of the 
house where I was sitting. The feeling 
was typical of the vulnerability I've 
experienced more acutely in the past 
few weeks because of the nuclear ac- 
cident at Harrisburg. The radioactivity 
released from that plant has been 
raining on my family and friends in 
New England. I thought: Someone is 
raining atomic poison on us. Our food, 
air, land and water are being polluted 
with tons of refuse. This is not only 
genocide but biocide-a newly invented 
crime-the murder of all forms of life. 
And if it's not that drastic, then surely 
the long range effect of radioactivity 
and other chemicals will be a race of 
unhealthy mutants, a world of death 
and deformity. 
YOU SAY I'm exaggerating? It's not 
that bad? I say open your eyes and look 
around you. Read the ingredients of 
your food. Turn on the radio and hear 
the daily pollutant levels in the Toledo 
area. Wake up to the fact that the 
Hooker Chemical Corporation has 
dumped dioxin into a river that feeds 
Lake Erie. Open your eyes to the fact 
letters. 
Gary 
Holbrook 
DeFeo 
that Harrisburg is a dangerous 
situation and we live 30 miles from 
Davis-Besse plant which is the same 
year and model as Three Mile Island. 
The moneyed few are running our 
lives and polluting our world for their 
own short-term gain. Notice that nukes 
are never built in the so-called "good" 
neighborhoods but in areas Inhabited 
by workers and poor people. Wise up to 
the fact that we're being ripped off. The 
U.S. is the only county in the world 
whose government does not operate the 
nuclear industry. Doesn't that make 
you wonder? 
IF YOU can't think about this un- 
pleasant reality then think about your 
children, not yet born: What kind of 
P0 KXJ TUN* MR. RtfSHCX* COM HELP ME WITH MV WOt..'- 
world will you be bringing them into? 
And think of America, not with the false 
patriotism of empty words and worn 
out cliches, but as true patriots, and you 
will see that our time is running out, we 
are selling our health and freedom to a 
small group of greedy men whose fangs 
thirst for blood. 
I'd like to close with a quote from a 
Todd Rundgren album entitled "Oops 
Wrong Planet." 
"Death and the devil sure got It easy 
today 
Souls are so cheap some people give 
theirs away 
You've got to break out, you got to 
prove you're alive 
What makes you think the weak 
survive? 
And if you don't have the stomach for 
all this radical crap 
Than have the guts to stand for 
something or you're gonna be trapped, 
Trapped in a world that you never 
made." 
No Nukes! 
Gary Holbrook-Defeo Is a member of 
the Philosophy Department. 
sst again 
tried deception 
After reading the article by Miss 
Griffin yesterday, a similar Incident 
came to my mind. A friend of mine was 
going to run for an S.G. A. senate seat on 
the S.S.T. ticket. Regretfully, she had to 
drop out of the race because she is 
moving off campus next year. Before 
she dropped out though, the party had 
BIT TO6616LV IT WDUU? 
efciNfr BACK, -me ADAM& 
fAMILW AWt>THe fUMTSTONK. 
TC> NAMt A fEW... 
A MERfctf- KTWttU   WB60TV AND WfeTE  WOULD BRWfe BeTTER 
FEDfaMMMINfe- TO TUE OXl£fe€ BUT PROBABLY TAK6 AWAV SWDCNT JOBS. 
posters made up for her which she paid 
for. When I saw the poster, I was 
shocked by the attempt of the SST. 
party to blatantly misrepresent the 
qualifications of this girl to the 
residents In her district. The poster 
states "Resident Advisor 2 Years." 
Wrong. She has never been an R.A. or 
in the R.A. pool in the S quarters she has 
been here. (She hasn't even been here 
for 2 years.) 
Also, one of the goals on the poster 
reads "Make Students Aware of 
Channels They Can Go through In 
Dealing with Their University Por- 
blems." Wrong again. According to my 
f irend, she never said this and does not 
know who invented this statement. This 
is the second attempt by the SST. 
ticket to mislead the student of 
B.G.S.U. If these people are elected, 
should we call them our leaders or our 
misleaders? 
Skip Leisure 
312 Darrow Hall 
uao critic 
narrow-minded 
Rarely have I been inspired to write 
in response to a letter in the paper as I 
was by the self-righteous, narrow- 
minded diatribe sent in by Ms. (I 
presume) Angela Miller. In it she 
scathingly overracta to: 
1. The entertainment quality of the 
Rocky Horror Picture Show 
2. The passing of the "good old days" 
when cartoons were presented before 
the main feature. Although I like 
cartoons, too, it's nothing to get bent out 
of shape over if one doesn't see the 
Road Runner outsmarting Wiley 
Coyote, who also gets smashed to 
smithereens In the process. 
3. Two short films of bare-breasted 
and scantily clad women dancing. 
In fact, her overraction was so strong 
that she claims to not know whether to 
vomit or become rabid with anger. I'm 
glad I wasn't sitting in front of you, Ms. 
Miller. 1 fail to see how the sight of a 
scantily-clad body, be it male or 
female, could provoke such a reaction. 
Unless, of course, the individual with 
such a reaction is a sexually repressed 
neurotic. However, it is not my wish to 
debate over the quality of such en- 
tertainment, belittle your opinion or 
question your psychological well-being. 
What bothers me, Ms. Miller, is that 
your beliefs and attitudes stink of 
censorship and I truly resent it. 
Realistically, a person would have 
had to live in a closet to be unaware of 
the absure sexual orientation of the 
Rocky Horror Picture Show. But then to 
get upset over a couple of films that 
don't even rate as soft porn and demand 
that we re-examine our entertainment 
values and tastes is ludicrous. If these 
two short films had been shown with 
Snow White, perhaps a valid argument 
could have been presented, although It 
would be flimsy. But to raise hell over 
anything shown with a movie as risque 
as the Rocky Horror Picture Show is 
indicative of moral fascism and self- 
improsed ignorance. 
You are entitled to your morals, 
moral beliefs, opinions and attitudes, 
but when they begin to infringe upon 
my own, particularly values in what I 
voluntarily pay to be entertained by, is 
to deny me my right to think and feel as 
I see fit. It's called freedom of choice, 
Ms. Miller, and Judging from your 
letter and reaction your choice should 
have been to walk out of the theatre. 
Despite that, you paid a dollar to be 
entertained. Surely, their was no one 
preventing you from leaving. 
Cliff Dunlap 
M3 Pearl St. 
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Career conference for educators 
A one-day conference titled, "Career Options for Educators," will begin at 9 
a.m., April 28, in the Ohio Suite, Union. The program will include workshops 
and panels on alternative Job choices and skills and suggestions on searching 
for a different job. The fee for the conference is *25, which includes lunch and 
materials. Enrollment is limited and preregistration is required. For reser- 
vations call the University Center for Continued Learning at 372-0363. 
Patio gardens workshop 
Tips on patio gardens will be offered at a workshop at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday at the 
University Center for Continued Learning, 194 S. Main St. Glenna Stubbs, a 
member of the Four Corner Garden Club, will conduct the program which will 
include a slide show. The fee for the session is S3 and preregistration is 
required. For registration and information call the center at 372-0363. 
Summer jobs available 
Travel Information Centers throughout Ohio will have 30 summer jobs 
available for students eligible for the College Work-Study program. For in- 
formation call Student Employment Office, «0 Student Services Bldg. at 372- 
0252. 
Dining hall workers needed 
McDonald Dining Hall needs students for various food service jobs during 
this quarter; hours are flexible. Interested students should inquire about 
positions at Student Employment Office, 460 Student Services Bldg. 
Interviews for camp counselors 
Black River Farm and Ranch will interview students tomorrow at the 
University for summer employment as camp counselors. Riding skills are not 
essential. Students can sign up for Interviews today at Student Employment 
Office, 460 Student Services Bldg. 
Liberal arts grads branch out in job market 
by Cheryl Qaschke 
staff writer 
Despite myths that students having 
majors in the College of Arts and 
Sciences are destined to continue their 
education in graduate school, many 
University graduates are finding their 
niches in other areas. 
"You can be successful in many 
fields with a liberal arts undergraduate 
degree," Dr. Louis I. Katzner, 
associate professor of philosophy, said. 
"In the last 20 years, business 
colleges and professional programs 
came into dominance, but I think we're 
going to see a backlash against that," 
he said, adding that these programs 
sometimes cause inflexibility. 
"A LARGE percentage of people 
change jobs several times and to lock 
someone into a specific program 
doesn't make sense," he said. 
Fields such as popular culture can 
branch out into other areas such as 
marketing, radio-TV-film and ad- 
vertising, according to Dr. Ray B. 
Browne, chairman of popular culture. 
"Pop culture majors can do just 
about anything that doesn't require a 
teaching degree, and they have a wider 
Grad program produces leaders 
by Rick Rlmelspech 
staff reporter 
Finding reliable government leaders 
is one of the purposes of the Univer- 
sity's graduate program in Public 
Administration-Public Policy, ac- 
cording to H. Kenneth Hibbeln, 
assistant professor of political science 
and director of the program. 
"Students have generally done very 
well in the program. We have a couple 
working in federal agencies, one Is now 
an assistant manager, another works in 
the Social Security Administration and 
one is a chief of police," Hibbeln ex- 
plained. 
Beth C. Weinberger, a student in the 
program and a winner of a Presidential 
Management Internship, said the 
program is very dynamic and a great 
opportunity for students. 
"Public Administration-Public 
Policy leads to a lot of career 
possibilities. People are looking for 
administrative and agency heads, and 
they want you to have management, 
budgetary and leadership skills. This 
program really helps you on all of 
those," Weinberger said. 
THE PROGRAM began three years 
ago as a one-year graduate program. 
This year, it expanded to a two-year 
program. 
"We've been getting very good 
response from students from New 
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and 
Ohio because of our good reputation. 
We expect to double the number of 
students in our program next year," 
Hibbeln said. 
Further expansion of the program 
will include hiring a new director next 
year, Elliot Zaschin from Northwestern 
University. 
The program is appealing to more 
students because of its basic aim, 
Hibbeln explained. 
"IT'S A job-oriented program, and 
that seems to be the attitude of students 
today," he said. 
Job prospects are especially good in 
state and local governments, but 
Hibbeln noted they are not bad at the 
federal level either. 
For students going into such a 
program, Hibbeln recommends taking 
courses in political science, economics, 
statistics, computer science and 
business administration. But he added, 
"we accept people from almost any 
social science area.'' 
APPLICANTS TO the program are 
expected to have at least a 2.6 grade 
point average with a 3.0 in their major. 
In the program, students may gear 
their interest to specific policy agen- 
cies, such as criminal justice, energy, 
health or environment, according to 
Hibbeln. 
"We're not a very big program by 
comparison to other schools, but I feel 
we can successfully compete with them 
in the future,'' he said. 
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capability in the future because they 
are trained in the media," he said. 
HE CITED several University 
graduates who leaned in the direction of 
media. One person is the chief writer 
for the Lou Grant show and another 
works in daytime television predicting 
program success. 
But many students decide to go on to 
holders can branch into business and 
social service agencies, including 
gerontology, family services and 
criminal justice, according to Or. 
Joseph E. Kivlin, chairman of 
sociology. 
HE EXPLAINED that many students 
who used to enter the College of Arts 
and Sciences to prepare for work in 
"In the last 20 years, business colleges 
and professional programs came into 
dominance, but I think we're going to 
see a back lash against that." 
graduate school. Gloria Jones, 
assistant director of career planning 
and placement, said that she receives 
little feedback from arts and sciences 
majors as to where they venture after 
graduation. But she said she thinks that 
many head toward graduate schools. 
With  majors in sociology, degree 
these areas now enter the College of 
Health and Community Services. The 
difference is that the liberal arts area is 
less structured, he said. 
At the college's peak enrollment, 
about 400 students were sociology 
majors, but now there are only 69 
majors in sociology because the College 
of Health and Community Services was 
created. 
"The job market is not booming but it 
is very stable and with experience one 
can find a job," Kivlin said. 
"There is a sharp increase in em- 
ployees requesting sociology majors 
when interviewing. They are needed if 
personnel problems prevail (in 
business |," Jones said. 
PSYCHOLOGY graduates are sought 
by corporations. "They are attractive' 
to employers because they have 
learned to conduct research, can 
analyze and interpret data and have 
liberal educations," Dr. Ryan D. 
Tweney, associate professor of 
psychology, said. 
Only about SO percent go on to 
graduate school, he said. Others find 
work in mental hospitals, homes for the 
aged, retarded and youth, alcoholic 
treatment centers and the courts, he 
said. 
Jones stressed that if graduates with 
bachelor's degrees in liberal arts want 
to get a job with no further training, 
they should be open, mobile and per- 
sistent. 
Ohio motorists provided opportunity 
to donate organs to medical science 
If you have always been willing to 
save someone's life and be a hero 
but the opportunity never surfaced, 
the chance is now yours. 
In Ohio, the opportunity exists to 
donate organs and tissues after 
death for transplant. 
When applying for or renewing 
Ohio driver's license, a statement 
printed on one side of the license 
provides motorists with the option of 
becoming a donor. When properly 
completed, signed and witnessed by 
two people, it is a legal statement of 
the desire to donate the organs and 
or tissues specified, in the event of 
death. 
DONATION cannot be designated 
for a specific person. It will be given 
to the person who needs it most and 
who most closely matches the donor. 
Sex and race are not factors. 
Donation does not occur until after 
death is certified, and is considered 
only after all efforts to save the 
donor's life have been exhausted. 
Anyone 18 years of age or older 
can be a donor. A person under 18 
may become a donor if both parents 
or a legal guardian give permission. 
ADVANCES IN transplantation 
have enabled medical science to 
replace defective organs and tissues 
such as kidneys, corneas and skin. 
People are still reluctant to 
donate. Mary Pantenburg, AAA 
Auto Club, said, "some people do 
donate and others won't have any 
part of it." 
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Turnaround in Campus Safety 
by Keith Jameson 
staff reporter 
Campus Safety and Security if ex- 
periencing a turnaround, according to 
William R. Ben, director of Campus 
Safety and Security, in response to a 
report released by an ad hoc panel in 
November, 1977, outlining major 
changes in the department. 
In April, 1877, the University Board of 
Trustees appointed an ad hoc panel to 
study and offer recommendations to a 
floundering Campus Police Depart- 
ment-a department facing many 
complaints from segments of the 
University community. 
The ad hoc panel outlines changes in 
alternative patrol techniques, name 
and uniform, and law enforcement. The 
panel recommended better community 
service and relations, humanistic 
training of department officials and a 
standing Campus Safety Review Panel. 
Campus Safety has implemented the 
philosophical approach of many of the 
recommendations, Bess said, but added 
that four primary recommendations 
are yet to be implemented, including 
training, community relations and 
alternate patrol techniques. 
IN A MEMORANDUM to the Review 
Panel, Bess said the training Is "weak 
in certain humanistic approaches." 
Humanistic  training  involves  "not 
only Individual case investigations, but 
formal training of ethnic and social 
groups in order to better understand the 
people we (Campus Safety) are dealing 
with," Bess said. 
Because Campus Safety is striving to 
become service-oriented, it is essential 
to know "how we address the people of 
the campus community," Bess said. 
THE   KIND  of  program  Campus 
When he first took command July, 
1978, Bess said his first Job was to turn 
around the public's attitude toward 
Campus Safety, which is making 
progress. 
"IT'S VERY easy to do (change 
attitudes) in terms of the officers 
toward the students, but it takes time to 
regain the confidence of students if they 
have lost it," Bess said. 
Bees said that feedback in the area of 
"...emphasis needs to be placed on 
community relations to address the 
"perceptions of attitudes of racial and 
sexual prejudices, public service 
orientation, officer-violator contact 
and relationships with other 
(University) administrative offices." 
Safety needs, Bess said, would include 
a training coordinator, tuition, mileage 
costs and other related per diem costs 
and overtime, totaling about $20,000. 
Bess also said that emphasis needs to 
be placed on community relations to 
address the "perceptions of attitudes of 
racial and sexist prejudices, public 
service orientation, officer-violator 
contact and relationships with other 
(University) administrative offices." 
community relations has been positive. 
Campus Safety is looking for alter- 
nate patrol techniques, with 
suggestions ranging from horses and 
mopeds to motorcyles, all as a means of 
reducing gasoline consumption.'' 
Bess said that the horses are im- 
probable and that motorcycles seem 
the best and most probable suggestion 
so Tar .with a cost of about $1,000 to $3,000. 
BESS SAID that the major stumbling 
block to the full implementation of 
these recommendations is a budget 
squeeze Campus Safety is ex- 
periencing. 
The department 'rould need a budget 
of about $500,000 for full im- 
plementation. Bess said, adding that 
the department now has a budget of 
about $340,000. 
Bess said that all other recom- 
mendations have been implemented 
with relatively satisfying results and 
that feedback is positive with com- 
munity cooperation and increasing 
involvement. 
DR. GERALD Rigby, Campus Safety 
Advisory Committee chairman said, "I 
think that the department has made 
commendable progress with the im- 
plementation of the ad hoc recom- 
mendations." 
Rigby also said he believes a larger 
budget is in order, but he did not want to 
lay the blame on any one person or 
group. 
The advisory committee has yet to 
hear any complaints about Campus 
Safety, which is a positive sign that 
progress is being made, according to 
Rigby. 
Overall, Rigby, a member of the ad 
hoc panel, is very pleased with the 
progress being made, and called it "a 
real turnaround." 
Help wanted 
Big Brothers needed 
by Krlstl Kenres 
Halt writer 
Thomas L. Woodman is looking for 
Big Brothers who want Little 
Brothers. 
"I'm looking for more Big 
Brothers because I have a long list of 
Little Brothers who have been 
waiting-some a year or more," the 
new Wood County coordinator for 
the Big Brothers of America 
Program said. 
Woodman said Big Brothers must 
be at least 18 years old and willing to 
spend four to five hours a week with 
their Little Brothers. 
"THEY CAN DO anything they 
want when they are together," he 
said. "They can do anything from 
working with the Cub Scouts to going 
to the hockey games to going to the 
activities the Big Brothers program 
offers." 
The Big Brothers program was 
founded in 1903 in Cincinnati on the 
principle that regular contact 
between one man and one boy could 
prevent Juvenile delinquency and 
provide a more complete life for a 
fatherless boy. Woodman, a 
business administration graduate 
student, said. His office in the first 
Presbyterian Church, 126 S. Church 
St., is part of the Toledo-based 
Community Chest agency. 
Little Brothers range from ages 8 
to II and are fatherless because of 
divorce, death, desertion or physical 
or mental incapabilities, Woodman 
said. 
"They all have mothers, step- 
mothers or grandmothers, but the 
main model in their life is a female 
model," he added. "They need a 
male model that they can relate to- 
that understands them." 
TO BECOME a Big Brother, an 
application must be completed and 
approved. Woodman then conducts 
an interview and three orientation 
seesinrn of films, talks and meetings 
with some Little Brothers. 
"Then the Big Brothers are 
matched with a compatible Little 
Brother according to interest," he 
said. "The Big Brother has the 
option of choosing a Little Brother 
they think will be compatible with 
them. So it's not Just up to me to 
match them. They have a lot of say 
in the decision." 
In choosing a Big Brother, 
Woodman said he looks for someone 
who is "stable, responsible, mature 
and willing to open up and relate to 
the younger boys." 
The program advises a nine- 
month minimum commitment, 
Woodman  said. 
Woodman said he has 15 Little 
Brothers waiting, "but it's growing 
all the time. There's a never-ending 
demand for Big Brothers."  
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Bomb kills policemen in 
Ireland, IRA suspected 
BESSBROOK, Northern Ireland (AP) - A booby-trap bomb killed four 
policemen yesterday in the worst such incident in a decade of Northern 
Ireland's sectarian violence. Twelve other people were injured in the explosion, 
an apparent escalation of the Irish Republican Army's spring offensive against 
British rule. 
The police were killedvhen a bomb blew up their Land-Rover as it passed a 
booby-trapped van parked on the road, police said. It was the highest police 
death toll in a single incident since Northern Ireland's troubles began in 1969. 
There was no immediate claim of responsibility for the blast, but police said It 
had all the signs of an IRA ambush. 
VIOLENCE HAD EASED off In 1978, but guerrillas of the predominantly 
Roman Catholic organization launched a new onslaught last month to coincide 
with the British campaign leading up to May 3 national elections. 
At first police said the explosion was caused by a land mine planted in a 
drainage culvert under the road. But a Royal Ulster Constabulary spokesman 
in Belfast said later that the bomb was hidden in a small van parked on the 
roadside near the culvert. 
"As the police Land-Rover passed the van, it exploded and the Land-Rover 
was totally destroyed," the spokesman said. 
A WITNESS NEARBY, pub owner James Scott, told a reporter: "Not a bit of 
the vehicle was left intact. It completely disintegrated with the force of the 
blast." 
Police said it appeared the device was detonated by remote control by a 
terrorist lying in wait in the surrounding countryside, a tactic used by the IRA 
in the past. 
Among the injured were two sisters, ages 4 and 5, and their father, who was 
driving a car only a short distance in front of the police vehicle. They were 
admitted to Daisy Hill Hospital in Newry, suffering from facial cuts and shock, 
a hospital spokesman said. 
Rhodesians vote for black majority 
SALISBURY, Rhodesia (API- 
Undeterred by threats of guerrilla 
violence, blacks and whites turned out 
in large numbers yesterday to vote as 
equals on black majority rule. A 
hundred thousand soldiers guarded 
against sabotage attempts by black 
opposition guerrillas. 
In latest reports on the first day, at 
least 568,382 people voted, said Eric 
Pope-Simmonds, registrar general. He 
said last night that the figure, covering 
only voting until 3 p.m., equalled 20 
percent of the nation's electorate. The 
polls did not close until 7 p.m. 
The size of the turnout surprised even 
optimistic    election    officers.    "It's 
startling," said one white official. 
THE    GOVERNMENT   HOPES   a 
large turnout will prompt political 
recognition of the break-away British 
colony, which has been an international 
outcast since It unilaterally declared Its 
independence in 1965. The government 
also hopes for an end to crippling 
military and economic sanctions 
brought by the United Nations in 
response to Rhodesia's policy of racial 
separation. 
The 12,000 black guerrillas of the 
Patriotic Front alliance of Zambia- 
based Joshua Nkomo and Mozambique- 
based Robert Mugabe have vowed to 
sabotage the elections, saying the new 
government would be a facade for 
continued white rule. 
In black areas of Salisbury, lines of 
voters snaked around buildings for 
more than half a mile in some cases. 
Many women were among the blacks, 
voting for the first time in Rhodesia's 
history. 
IN WHITE SUBURBS, black ser- 
vants voted with their white employers. 
One black man in white uniform and 
chefs hat told reporters: "I am going 
to vote with my boss because we all 
want peace for our people." 
In Bulawayo, the country's second- 
largest city, black voters chanted and 
danced as soldiers stood guard at 
sandbagged voting booths. 
In some rural areas where guerrilla 
threats against black residents have 
been high, large turnouts were being 
reported. 
BLACK LEADERS SAID privately 
that they had to promise whites strong 
representation in the new government, 
including control of the security forces 
and civil administration for five years, 
to attain black majority rule without 
forcing skilled whites to flee the 
country. 
Ohio Democrats propose state budget bill 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Majority House 
Democrats yesterday unveiled a 
revised state budget bill which trims 
Gov. James A. Rhodes' proposed 
property tax relief package by (96 
million. 
However, it provides $148 million 
more than he proposed for Ohio's 
financially troubled public school 
system, freezes college tuitions, and 
gives welfare families a 10.7 percent 
increase In benefits. 
Explaining Democratic revisions in 
Rhodes' budget document to the House 
Finance Committee, Chairman Myrl H. 
Shoemaker, D-Bourneville, said the 
new version is responsible and 
balanced and requires no new state 
taxes, "and none will be requested." 
THE  OVERALL  EFFECT  of the 
changes was to boost Rhodes' proposed 
all-funds spending total for the 1979-81 
biennium from $17,738 billion to $17,823 
billion - an increase of $85 million. 
However, Democrats also increased 
Rhodes' revenue estimates for the 
biennium starting July 1 by $78 million 
and made cuts in other spending areas 
to make up the difference, Shoemaker 
said. 
The bill, which will be open for 
proposed committee amendments 
today, was worked out behind closed 
doors in the office of House Speaker 
Vernal G. Riffe Jr., D-New Boston. 
HOWEVER, SOME OF THE policy 
decisions, especially the increase from 
$636 million to $784 million in new 
school subsidies, grew out of a recent 
series of education "summit meetings'' 
between Rhodes and legislative leaders, 
Shoemaker said. 
Riffe wants to bring the big spending 
bill to a House floor vote on April 25. It 
then would go to the Senate for further 
consideration. 
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SOLAR 
NEEDS MORE 
MANUFACTURING 
MANAGEMENT 
PEOPLE WHO CAN 
SOLVE PROBLEMS 
FROM ALL 
ANGLES. 
Gary Keller enjoys being able to rebuild 
old cars in his spare time. He also enjoys 
working on his career at Solar full time. A 
career in which Gary assumes total oper- 
ating responsibility for one of Solar's ma- 
jor plants. 
"I enjoy doing my own house additions 
and car rebuilding for the same reason I 
enjoy managing a $67-million manufac- 
turing operation," Gary says. "It's an excit- 
ing challenge." 
A challenge which is now available for 
others with advanced degrees in Indus- 
trial Management and an interest in 
manufacturing technology and in- 
c^±+ _-.^fc      dustrial engineering. 
Solar has immediate openings for 
management trainees in purchasing. 
Career opportunities also are available in 
production control, materials manage- 
ment, industrial engineering and more. 
Growth potential at Solar is virtually un- 
limited. Also unlimited is the potential for 
a rewarding life style in beautiful San 
Diego. Solar employees enjoy year- 
round sports, recreational activities and 
sunshine. Which, in Gary Keller's case, 
means plenty of time for rebuilding cars. 
We'll be en campus April 26 and 27. 
If you're interested in driving home a 
career with a leading manufacturer of in- 
dustrial turbine engines, sign up at the 
placement office today. Or you can call 
Tom Graham collect at (714) 238-6027 or 
write in confidence to Solar Turbines 
International, San Diego, CA 92138. 
An Operating Group of international Harvester 
■ 
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Your 
United Way 
Pledge Works 
For All of Us 
rOEGT 
DEfsflO 
>U>*ta>M«ULAM        Q 
"TaM hit 
thriller 
of that v««r. 
1ACK 
LtMM ION 
MICHAEL 
DOUGLAS 
m.tm* 
SGA CAN BE WHAT 
YOU MAKE OF IT! 
** 
VOTE 
SST 
** 
student 
services 
ticket 
MIKE ZINICOLA 
NADINEBURICH 
TOM WASHBUSH 
SQA VICE-PRESIDENT 
SQA VICE-PRESIDENT 
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE TO 
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
RAY BRAUN       ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
MARK KRACH       STATE AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 
COORDINATOR 
MCDONALD/PROUT 
FRENCH HOUSE 
MCDONALD/PROUT 
FRENCH HOUSE 
OFFENHAUER 
FRATERNITY 
SORORITY 
FOUNDERS 
RODQERS/KOHL/CONKLIN 
RODGERS/KOHL/CONKLIN 
ASHLEY/BATCHELDER 
CHAPMAN/DUNBAR 
ANDERSON/BROMFIELD 
OFF CAMPUS 
OFF CAMPUS 
UAO DIRECTOR-AT-LARQE 
UAO DIRECTOR-AT-LARGE 
JANEMOSCONI 
LORI HOFFMAN 
LYNDSEY PHILLIPS 
STEVE EVANKO 
NANCY DONOVAN 
DANA KORTOKRAX 
KEN KUHL 
MIKEMCQUIRE 
BONITA HOGG 
KAREN TWITCH ELL 
JEFFSWINT 
MARK HENDERSON 
BILL CIEHANSKI 
SCOTT STEVENSON 
JULIE SIGWORTH 
campus calendar 
WIDNI DAY 
April II, 1t7» 
Breakfast Sign-up*IOO«.m. 
Signups art now going on for the May 2 breakfast with University 
President Hollis Moore. Sponsor ad by UAO. Free and open to first 
18 students to register  UAOOfflca, Union. 
Baptist Student Union 8 1:20 a.m. 
Devotions. Open to All  Prout Cafeteria. 
Club Pool Swim 9:20-n :30a m. 
Open to all eligible to use the Center Fret. Student Rec Canter. 
SGA Election Forum 10:45a.m. 
Candidates for president will speak. Free and open to all. Com- 
muter Center, Moseley. 
FIRELANDS II 00 a m   l   00 p m 
Taco sale sponsored by Student Activities, Open to all. Vendeterla, 
West Building. 
Cooper Pool Swim 11:30a.m. 1:30p.m. 
Open to all eligible to use the Center. Free. Student Rec Center. 
Green Sheet Deadline Noon 
Deadline   for   submitting   events   tor   the   April   23   issue.   806 
Administration. 
Club Pool Swim 1 30-4:30p.m. 
Open to all eligible to use the Center. Free. Student Rec Center. 
Physics Colloquium 3 30 p.m. 
Dr. Nancy Morrison of the University of Toledo will speak on "The 
evolution of Massive Stars: A Game with New Roles." Free and 
open to all. 269 Overman. 
UAO Mini-Course 7 00 8.00 p m. 
First meeting for foosball. Game Room, Student Rec Center. 
UAO Mini Course 7:00-8 :00 pm 
First meeting for lea there rafts. Perry Room, Union. 
Omega Phi Alpha 7:30 p.m. 
informational meeting for this service sorority. Open to all. 307 
Hanna. 
FIRELANDSI.00p.m. 
Bible  study sponsored  by   inter Varlsty  Christian   Fellowship. 
Open to all. 105 West Building. 
UAO Wednesday Night Movie 1:00 p.m. 
"Madame Rosa" will be shown. Free and open to all. The Side 
Door, Union. 
University Theater Production 1:00p.m. 
William Saroyan's comedy, "The Beautiful People," will bo 
presented. Admission $1 for students; S2 for children, high 
schoolers and senior citizens, and S3 for adults. Main Auditorium, 
University Hall. 
Problems In Christian Living 1:00 p.m 
Discussion  open   to  all.  University  Lutheran  Chapel,   1124  E. 
Wooster. 
French Cuisine WorkshopBOO 9:00p m. 
Sponsored by UAO. Free and open to all. Alumni Room, Union. 
Public Skating •00 10:00 p.m. 
Science Fiction week 8:30p.m 
Dr. Duncan Buell of the computer sclencedepartment will discuss 
"Computers and Science Fiction." See story elsewhere. Free and 
open to all. 210 Math Science. 
AKBAM.THE    T™**** 
£2?*r'      IX.TmU.BE H**™        AUTTIELATE. 
OMtUEU.     G(MmHOK.A*E 
■JUST HAVE mPtANNNGON 
VUVT, 0NN0UNCIN6 XJu* 
THEN. CANMXCYKX. 
/          mmsioENa 
n*?   —  
ToeecKATHb auvltvm 
A COMEfW*. A SHtnCrtT 
mctKxva unrw* 
^ FMBHEPT 
placement 
forest apartments 
«53 Napotoon Hood lle.id.nl Monoger 
iowllng Craan. Ohio 43403     Phone 352 2276 
Furnished Apt. 
9 mo. lease $310 
including gas heat 
Resident Manager   Phone 352-2276 
MODEL OPEN 
5:30-6:30 DAILY 
VeHctUtOH   "/Realty   (?&*Hfl<lH<t 
319 E. WOOSTER STREET 
PHONE 353-3641 
Alpha Xi Delto 
is proud to announce: 
their new actives.   : 
• 
• 
Heather Groenberg: 
Kay Monnot : 
Cathy Ward : 
Mary Whitford : 
• 
• 
Congratulations! • 
e. 
Xi Love, Your Sisters I 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••a* 
SIGN-UP ON WEDNESDAY 
APRIL II. l»7» AND THUR- 
SDAY APRIL It. 1979 FOR THE 
SCHEDULES LISTED BELOW! 
Sign-up tor non-school schedules 
(Business. Government, 
Agencies, and Graduate Schools) 
will be held on Wednesday at 
7:30-1:00 a.m. in the Forum of 
the Studont Services Building. 
School sign-up will bo hold on 
Thursday at b:M-7:M p.m. In the 
Forum ol the Studont Services 
Building. A DATA SHEET 
MUST BE TURNED IN AT THE 
TIME OF SIGN UP IN AD- 
DITION, STUDENTS MUST 
bURN IN TWO DATA 
SHEETSIOF RESUMES) TO 
ESTABLISH A CREDENTIAL 
FILE OR THEY WILL NOT BE 
' ALLOWED TO INTERVIEW. 
SPECIAL NOTICE: Requests 
for some type of standardiiation 
in resumes and data shoots 
haveprompted the University 
Placement Services to require 
candidates signing up tor in- 
terviews to complete ond present 
at tho time of sign-up a 
"STANDARD DATA SHEET" 
for each organisation with which 
he-she wishes to interview. 
April M, 1979 
SCHOOL 
N.     Rldgevillo     Schls.,     N. 
Rldgevillo, Oh. El.Ed. Sec: Art. 
Bus.Ed., Ouid.Coun., Homo Ec, 
Ind. Arts. Oorman, Math, 
Oon.Scl.. Earth SO.. Soc.St.. 
Spec.Ed. 
April 2S, 1979 
BUSINESS 
Walker research, Indianapolis, 
Ind. Mktg. Rec: 8-Mktg. 
April ». ltrt 
BUSINESS 
State University, Columbus. Oh. 
Masters Program: City ond 
Regional Plan, any maior. 
May 1,1919 
SCHOOLS 
Elyrla City Schools, Elyria. Oh.. 
Ind. Arts, Math, Chom; Comp. 
Sci, Spec  Ed Media Spec 
Piqua City Schools DM., Plqua, 
Oil . Bio , EMR. Jr.HI. Music 4. 
Math. Sci, Speech 
Strongsvilie Board of Ed., 
Strongsville. Oh.. El.Ed., Ind. 
Arts. Math Comp. Sci.. El. Lib.. 
Eng. Special Ed. 
BUSINESSES 
Boy Scouts of America, Toledo, 
Oh. Dist. Exc: Any major 
Bureau of Census, Detroit, Ml. 
Program Supv: any malor with 
24hrs. mathstat. 
Washington Nat. Ins., Columbus, 
Oh., Group Solos Rep; any 
maior, June Grads. 
May 2. 1979 
SCHOOLS 
Elyria City Schools. Elyria, Oh.. 
Ind. Arts, Math, Chom; Comp. 
Sci, Spec. Ed. Media Spec. 
Lake Co. Board of Ed., 
Painesvllle. Oh., El.Ed and Sec 
Mentor Public Schls.. Mentor. 
Oh.. El. Special Ed.. Ed.Modla, 
Kind. Sec. Sp Ed , Math, Sci.. 
Home Ec. Eng., Voc, Music, 
Foreign Language, Media. Voc 
Ed. Bus. Ed.. Inst. Music 
Rocky River City Schls., Rocky 
River. Oh., Bio-Football, Home 
Ec  LD , P E (women) 
BUSINESS 
Mutual of Now York, Cleveland, 
Oh.. Sales Mgf. Trainee: Bus. 
Acc't. Fin, Psy. 
May 3.1979 
SCHOOLS 
Baltimore City Schls.. Bait.. 
Md.. Math. English, Sci. Speech 
ft Hearing, Spec.Ed. Reading, 
Bus. Ed with Data Processing. 
Butler Co. Brd. of Ed.. Hamilton. 
Oh., El.Ed. and Sec Teachers. 
BUSINESSES 
Dept. of Rehab, ft Correction. 
Columbus. Oh.. Soc Work. 
Psych. Criminal Justice. Soc. 
Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp., N. 
Olmstad. Oh , Field Sales Rap; 
any malor. 
May 4, 1979 
SCHOOL 
Blue River Spec. Ed.. 
Shelbyvllle. Oh.. Special Ed.. 
LD.. EMR.. School Pschy. 
May I. 1979 
BUSINESSES 
Burroughs Corp.. Toledo, Oh., 
Terr. Mgr: Bus.. Mktg, Acc't. 
Math G. PA. 2.9 
St Paul Fire ft Marino Ins.. 
Lakewood, Oh., MM. Trainee; 
any maior Loss Prevention 
Trainee: science majors. 
clasSaifieds. 
The Best Deal 
Roy Rogers 
|_ DRIVE THRU 
300 E. Woosfer, B.G.O. 
2741 WoodvilU Rd., Toledo 
Opon 
tot 
10:30 a.m. /^T^ Regular 
m      Prie« 
I   *1.99 
SAVE 40* 
APRIL 18 
Wednesday Roast Beef Special $1,59 
LOST ft FOUND  
Lost a thin black script for vora 
Charles of  "Mame".  if found 
please call 352 5042.  
Lost pair of bm. rimmed tinted 
glasses near  Hayes.  Call Lisa 
352 7192. Reward. 
Lost    pair    of    women's    brn. 
glasses In It. brn. cordoroy case. 
Lost  in alley  behind Women's 
gym   by   the   Intermural   field. 
Please call Deb at 2 3467 attar 
3:30anyday. 
Lost    Pencron    watch    at    Rec 
Center. Reward. 372 5557  
Lost at Pike party Saturday. Sm. 
dark blue Ronson lighter. Rod ft 
silver flowers on 1 side. Highly 
recognizable. Sentimental value. 
REWARD. Greatly appreciate 
return. Call Tresa at 7 4493 
Found pair ol ladies glasses with 
a star on the right hand corner. 
Found on the sidewalk by 
Anderson Arena April 4th. Call 
Nancy at 354 1J7S. 
SERVICESOFFERED 
Pregnant or might be? Offer 
confidential help. Free pregnant 
test ft into, regardless of age, 
status. Toledo 241 9131 Fostorle 
435 1775.        Tiffin 447 loll 
Fremont 334 9079.  
Pregnancy Aid ft Under, 
standing. EMPA. 351 2143 ft 352 
9393 
PERSONALS 
KBOSl KEOSI KEOSI KEOSI 
KEGS! KEOSI KEOSI KEOSI 
KEGSI KEOSI KEOSI KEGSI 
KEOSI KCOSI KEOSI KEOSI 
CHUCK 351-5713111 
To the  Brothers of Sigma Chi. 
Good    luck   with    your    soring 
sports ft I hop* you all have a 
super    spring    quarter.    Love, 
Baas  
VOTE 
JACKIE OSTER 
VICE PRESIDENT 
S.C.A.T.  
Mark Petrilll from 3 Sic Slcs to 
another. Grrreat Job! Wench ft 
her roomlo.  
interested In rushing a sorority? 
Alpha Gamma Delia spring rush 
is going on right now, so don't 
wait. Call 372 2547 for more into. 
VOTE 
RICK HAUOHT 
TRUSTEE REPRESENTATIVE 
S.C.A.T.  
Science Fiction Week Event for 
Today: 1:30pm "Computers ft 
Science Fiction". 210 Math 
Sclenct. by Dr. Buell, taught 
"Artificial Intelligence" lastfall. 
Vote Raid Holmes lor State ft 
Community Affairs on fhe 
Students Committed to Action 
Ticket (SCAT) on April 19th. 
Oat psyched tor tho Phi Kappa 
Tau basketball Marathon I Start 
practicing  now  for April   70 ft 
11111  
Vote Dave Blasko far Academic 
Affairs on the Students Com 
mined to Action Ticket (SCAT) 
on April 19th.  
PHI Kappa Tan Basketball 
Marathon tip off party, Thursday 
April 19, 9pm in the Hydraulic 
Room. Ba there for a great 
Timed 
HAVING A KEG PARTY THIS 
WEEKEND? FOR YOUR 
COMPLETE KEG PARTY 
NEEDS, CALL CHUCK 3525713, 
THE PABST BLUE RIBBON 
CAMPUS REP. KEEP PABST 
BLUE RIBBON ON YOUR 
MIND. 
Vote Jim Blake for SGA 
President on April 19th on the 
Students   Committed  to  Action 
Ticket [SCAT!  
Beta   Theta   PI   Lll  Sis  rush, 
Tuesday April 17th ft Thursday, 
April 19th. Join us for a great 
time at the Beta House, 707 41 h 
St. PS The SOO .scorning! I 
IT'S MARATHON WEEK 111 
Alpha Slgs: Thanks a lot for the 
great timel Love, Tho ZTA's. 
Nadlne     Burich:     Good     Luck 
during elections. Hop* you make 
Vice Pros,  of  SGA.  zota  love 
your ZTA Sisters.  
Good Luck Pam Mathie tor 
Marathon Queen! Zeta Love. 
Tlp-OH Party tomorrow at the 
Hydraulic Room from 9-1. All 
proceeds go to Wood County 
Nursing Home. 
ATO's: Are ya ready for the 
warm up Thursday?? We arell 
Tho ZTA's. 
PI Kappa Phi Lll' Sis Rush: 
Tuesday. May 17, i-30 9:30 
Punch ft Pretiels ft Thursday 
May   If,  7:30-9:30,  Cake ft  Ico 
Cream. Come ft Join the Fun!! 
D.U.'s:   Thanks  for  helping   us 
welcome  our   pledges   into the 
sisterhood! The ZTA's. 
WFAL   WILL   SEND   YOU   TO 
THE    TUBES   CONCERT   ON 
APRIL      111       LISTEN      FOR 
TICKET GIVEAWAYS. 
Phi Mu's-Dino's then Dixie. Lets 
make  this  Wednesday  night  a 
wild    one!!    The    Brothers    of 
Sigma Chi. 
All Interested ladles are Invited 
to Rush DELTA UPSILON 
LITTLE SIS Thursday, April 19 
ft Tuesday, April 24, 7:30 
9 30pm.  Any questions, call 2- 
3723.         
Seniors. It'stime to "tie one on." 
Senior Challenge Is coming! I 
F. would like to share apt. next 
year. 1-3 other rmtas. 372-4474. 
F. rmte. for next school yr. Near 
campus. Call Kim, 3725392. 
I F. to sublease Summer. Close 
tocampus Cheap Call 352 7927. 
Rmte. needed tor Fall, Wtr. ft 
Spr. Otrs. 79 M. 10 mln walk to 
BA Bldg. Wlnthrop Terrace 
North Apts. Call Dave 354 mi. 
Think ahead now! Prof. Jrs. or 
Srs. 
F. needs 1 bedrm. apt. or efflc to 
rent Fall qtr. only. Cindy before 
II am or alter lOpm, 353 2095 
1 F. rmte. for Fall Qtr. Close to 
campus. S290 plus alec. Call 372- 
5471. 
1 F. rmte. tor summer. Call 354 
1341 as soon as possible!! 
F. RMTE. NEEDED! E. Merry 
St. apt. with 3 girls for 79 M Call 
Jan or Sue at 372 1513. 
1 or 2 F. rmtas. needed for next 
school year. Close to campus. 135 
4 thSt. Apis 372 5115 or 371 5114 
1 F. rmte. needed to sublet upper 
portion   of   house 1    blk.    from 
campus, for immod. occupation. 
SIM. 352 0425  
HELP WANTED 
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer year 
round. Europe. S. America. 
Australia. Asia. Etc. All Fields. 
S500SI2OO monthly. Expenses 
paid. Sightseeing. Free Info- 
Write:    IJC.   Box  52 IB,  Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92425.  
Busboy needed. T ft R at Alpha 
Delta PI. Call 2 2»40. Free Food 
ft Pay. 
FOR SALE 
1973 Cutlass Supreme  PS. PB, 
AM FM. All power accessories. 
354 1559.  
Compact refrigerator. Prac- 
tically NEW. only SIOO. Call Jan 
al 372 1513.  
1972 Plymouth Duster, good 
engine. dependable tran- 
sportation,  must sell. Call Ban 
352 6»6.  
AM FM stereo receiver. I track 
player recorder. S135, nearly 
new Help gat ma through the 
quarter! Call 3520074 alter 
10:30pm. ask for Tom  
1973 VW Karmann Ghla. 4 sod., 
radio, low miles. 352 4743 aftar 
4pm.  
Used   apartment   sited  couch. 
S1S.M. Call 3511941.  
FOR RENT  
Apt. 606 E. Wooster across from 
Founders. 2 bedrm turn. 5360 
mo Fall Vacancy. 352-7396. 
NEWLOVE APTS. SUMMER 
RENTALS. 507 E. Merry ft 124 
Sixth SI.-S350 per summer qtr. 
plus elec, 2 bedrm. turn. 203 S. 
Church Duplex 3 bedrm. unturn. 
S450 per summer qtr. plus gas ft 
elec. Call Newiove Realty 351 
5163. 
For Summer: 521 E. Marry 
(near Offenhauer Towers) 2 
bedrm turn. apt. AC. S350 for 
entire summer. John Newiove 
Real Estate 352-6559. 
CAMPUS MANOR now renting 
for summer. Special rates. AC. 
Ph 352 9302 or 352 7365 eves 
Hampton House now renting for 
summer ft fall 352 6293.  
Thurstln Manor Apts. AC, fully 
carpeted, cable vision, efflc, 
laundry facii. now leasing for 
summer ft fall. 451 Thurstln Ava. 
352 5435 
Houses, apis, ft rooms for 
Summer Rentals only. All n%»r 
campus. Ph. 352 7365.  
Small 2 bedrm. house, unfurn. 1 
bedrm. apt., turn. Both near 
campus. 12 mo. leases. Effective 
June 15 352 7365.  
Fum. AC. 1 bedrm. apt.. 124 6th 
St. Rant S350 ft alec, tor summer 
qtr 357 1313 eves 
Preview finale 
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SGA presidential hopefuls discuss achievements, goals 
James L. Blake 
president 
James L. Blake is the Students Committed to Action Ticket 
(SCAT) candidate for president. Blake has been active in the 
greek system, on the rec center advisory committee and a 
defender In student courts. 
Blake said he would finish the old business of SGA first, 
including the five goals of this year's executive officers. 
Those goals included a course description booklet, better 
communication with dorm councils, academic advising 
improvements, a grace period for food coupons and reform In 
English 111 and 112. 
New goals for Blake Include more Joint activities with 
groups such as IFC-Panhel, BSU and RSA. Such activities 
might help erase some of the apathy here, Blake said. 
At least one new parking lot for off-campus students Is 
another of Blake's goals. 
BLAKE SAID he wants reform in the drop and add 
scheduling process so students can get their schedules 
finalized before they go home for vacation. 
The present SGA "did an excellent Job on the issues," 
Blake said, especially with the vote to support the Farm 
Labor Organizing Committee boycott of Campbell and Libby 
products. He said he would continue to support the migrants 
in any way he can. 
Working on the sophomores and freshmen (with a SGA 
booth at pre-registration) to get Involved In SGA Is the best 
way to build up SGA in the future, Blake said. 
Zinlcola added that he will keep the senators busy on mai.y 
committees so they "are not Just Wednesday night voters." 
"We're going to try to keep all students informed on what 
we are doing," Zinlcola said. 
Nadine Burich 
vice-president 
The SST candidate for vice-president is Nadine Burich. 
Burich has been a member of RSA, dorm council, chairman 
of the Homecoming and Good Times Weekend and has served 
on several SGA committees. 
BURICH SAID her Job as vice-president would be to 
coordinate various committees and boards and work to 
establish "open lines of communication." 
Closer communication with dorm government is one of 
Bunch's goals. Each senator should attend dorm council 
meetings and report back to SGA on the problems and wants 
of the students, Burich said. 
A "gripe box" could be established In each dorm to get 
suggestions and complaints from students, Burich added 
Burich supported the beer blast ban at Northeast Com- 
mons on Thursday nights because "the main reason we're 
here is education." 
THE SHUTTLE bus is good in winter quarter, according to 
Burich, but more organization and publicity about it would 
make It more useful. 
Raymond W. 
Braun 
academic affairs 
coordinator 
Raymond W. Braun, SST candidate for academic affairs 
coordinator, has served as a RA In Rodgers, a student court 
prosecutor and a member of the academic affairs board. 
IN REFORMING academic advising, Braun wants to put 
together a resource pamphlet explaining specific problems 
in career planning. Such a pamphlet would list sources of 
information and tell students where to go for help, Braun 
said. 
To improve the scheduling system, Braun said he wants to 
initiate an evaluation of the present system and recommend 
improvements. 
The English 111 and 112 surveys will be sent out near the 
end of spring quarter, Braun said, so they can be analyzed 
during the summer and possibly be implemented by fall or 
winter quarter. 
BRA UN'S FINAL goal is to establish a faculty excellence 
award. This award would be given by students to an out- 
standing faculty member. The purpose of the award would be 
to "reinforce good teaching," Braun said. 
Thomas M. 
Sample 
senate off-campus 
Michael D. 
Zinicola 
president 
Michael D. Zinicola, the SST candidate for president, Is 
currently a presidential assistant of SGA 
"I THINK we should go back to what SGA was originally 
started for -to be the voice of the students," Zinlcola said. 
Although be called the shuttle bus and escort service 
projectsof SGA "dynamic," Zinicola said representing the 
students should be SGA's major concern. 
Part of that representation is promoting more SGA par- 
ticipation In the Ohio.Student Association (OSA), he said. Not 
only is OSA a good sounding board for ideas, Zinlcola said, 
but working with other universities through OSA could give 
SGA insight into how other schools handle similar problems. 
ZINICOLA SAID he wanted to look more closely at 
problems In advising, English 111 and 112 and scheduling to 
improve each. 
Zinlcola wants to make more use of the 16 SGA senators, 
especially in keeping in touch with hall governments, he said. 
Jackie M. Oster 
vice-president 
Jackie M. Oster Is the SCAT party candidate for vice- 
president. Oster is active In Panhel, RSA and several SGA 
boards. 
Oster said she wants to pick up where Meritt (Lohr, SGA 
vice-president) left off in making SGA boards more active 
and involved. 
The position of vice-president Is also a public relations-type 
Job,Oster said, and she will work to Improve SGA's image. 
THE SCAT party wants to run a regular column In the News 
informing students of SGA activities and giving students a 
chance to send in suggestions and opinions, Oster said. 
Oster said SGA should work more closely with dorm 
councils and make sure that senators report back students' 
concerns. 
Concerning the beer blast ban, Oster said she has heard 
comments that no surveys of students were taken and noted, 
"it was kind of rushed through." She said she favors 
researching the problem further. 
Dave S. Blasko 
academic affairs 
coordinator 
Dave S. Blasko is seeking the academic affairs coordinator 
position as a member of the SCAT party. Blasko has been 
active In IFC and academic affairs. 
Blasko said current SGA academic affairs coordinator Jim 
D. Whalen has done a good Job, but he would change the 
emphasis of the office. 
"I will finish the things he has started and then bring In 
new ideas," Blasko said. 
BLASKO'S NEW ideas are to Implement time 
management, study skills and career planning for students. 
A lot of students don't know how to study, Blasko said. He 
plans to hold workshops and invite guest speakers to assist 
students in improving their academic habits. 
Instead of dwelling on problems with the academic system, 
Blasko said he will work on helping students as a whole with 
their troubles. 
One of five candidates running for three off-campus senate 
seats Is independent Thomas M. Sample. Sample transferred 
here from Dana College in Nebraska to be closer to his 
family. Sample was the President Pro Tempore of the 
student senate there and also served as a Resident Adviser 
(RA). 
The student government at Dana held a great deal of 
responsibility, Sample said, as they were directly respon- 
sible for university allocations. 
CONCERNS OF off-campus students here center on the 
lack of parking, Sample said. While be Is not sure how to 
Improve it. Samples said the large number of off-campus 
students demands that more parking space be given to them. 
Sample also said he would attend City Council meetings 
regularly and try to erase the Image of University students 
as troublemakers. 
As one who lived and worked with migrant farmworkers In 
Texas, Sample said he knows what kind of life migrants have 
and he supported SGA's resolution to support Farm Labor 
Organizing Committee (FLOC) boycott of Campbell and 
Libby products. 
"I won't be afraid to stand up for an unpopular position," 
Sample said. 
John D. 
Shingledecker 
academic affairs 
coordinator 
John D. Shingledecker is an independent candidate for 
academic affairs coordinator. Shingledecker is on SGA's 
publicity committee, IFC's publicity committee and Is active 
in greek life. 
SHINGLEDECKER SAID he wants to keep most of SGA's 
exisiting programs going. 
His main goal is to get SGA's senators more active and to 
provide more input. 
Shingledecker isn't sure what that Input will be, but he 
said, "I'll work on whatever comes In. I won't make any 
promises." 
The main thing Shingledecker said SGA must do is work 
"for the welfare of students." 
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PREVENT 
BIRTH <§> MARCH 
^OF DIMES 
NORTH GROVE 
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS 
1005 North Grow Street 
*^~^~+^j~+*~~. 
Unfurnished Apartments 
9 month lease $245/mo. 
1 year lease $210/mo. 
including gas heat 
MODEL OPEN 5:30-6:30 DAILY 
Resident Manager  353-5891 
'PtKcUetfXH Realty (?omfieuuf 
319 East Wooster Street 
 Phone  353-3641 
HiKiniS3MHHIl]iTJSsMMCIC!C3HHVCiQ9HVHCClQ9BH 
Phi Kappa Tau 
proudly announces its 
I979 Marathon Attendants 
1)Pam Kurpell AXQ 
2) Jackie Young AAn 
3) Cindy Porter ATA 
4) Jenney Kubal A* 
5) Peggy Rindler AHA 
6) Cathy Herman XQ 
7) Suzanne Koehler Ar 
8) Caroline Quinn AZ 
9) Connie Gorant r<j>B 
10) Karln Vardy KA 
11) Gail Colonna ♦M 
12) Pam Mat hie ZTA 
Good Luck, Girls! 
^—~~-*~ 
»#~^>»~»»»»^., 
**£TW!S?!£!*y3!W?3?^^ 
SOUASH 
Exhibition and Clinic 
Thurs.   7:00 - 9:00 
Charles McKnlght 
A pro from the Toledo Club and a 
locally ranked amateur will put on an 
exhibition and then conduct an open 
clinic. 
Come Dressed to Participate 
'StudentRaavattan Cent* 
Thursday, April 19 
exhibition 7:00 followed by 
An  Open  Clinic 
B.G.S.U. 
Swan Club 
■ Mice in 
'Wotu/ei/ant/ 
April 19. 2a 21 
7:30 pjn. 
StuiiMM IWcraatiaa Caolar 
Coop«Pool 
■ sua 
Tkfcatt  on  tola 
at  lh* door 
<* 
\ftf 
Featuring Sound and Light Systems for 
DISCOS 
PUBLIC MEETINGS 
THEATRICAL PRODUCTIONS 
BANQUETS 
STAGE LIGHTING 
PRIVATE PARTIES 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 
LARRY GARVIN 
(419)352-6966 
MIKE ZINICOLA 
SOAVICE-PRES 
NADINE BURICH 
SOAVICE-PRES 
TOMWASHBUSH 
STUDENT REP. TO 
BD OP TRUSTEES 
RAY BRAUN 
ACAD. AFFAIRS 
COORDINATOR 
MARK KRACH 
STATES COMMUNITY 
AFFAIRS 
COORDINATOR 
JANE MOSCONI 
MCDONALD/PROUT/ 
FRENCH HOUSE 
LORI HOFFMAN 
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LYNDSEY PHILLIPS 
OFFENHAUER 
STEVE EVANKO 
FRATERNITY 
NANCY DONOVAN 
SORORITY 
DANA KORTOKRAX 
FOUNDERS 
KEN KUHL 
RODQERS/KOHL/ 
CONKLIN 
MIKE MCOUIRE 
RODQERS/KOHL/ 
CONKLIN 
BONITA HOGG 
ASHLEY/ 
BATCHELDER 
KAREN TWITCHELL 
CHAPMAN/DUNBAR 
JEFF SWINT 
ANDERSON/ 
BROMFIEL0 
MARK HENDERSON 
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BILLCIEHANSKI 
OFF CAMPUS 
SCOTT STEVENSON 
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JULIE SIQWORTH 
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Reiter's three hitter salvages split for Falcons 
by Dave Lewandowekl 
assistant sports adlior 
The three Ut pitching of Gary Reiter 
salvaged a split for Bowling Green's 
baseball team against Ashland College 
yesterday at Warren E. Steller Field. 
The Falcons dropped the%pening 
game of the twinbill,4-2,but came back 
to win the second game 6-1. 
Reiter effectively mixed his curve 
and fastball to keep the Ashland hitters 
under control. The senior lefthander 
struck out eight and issued four walks 
in going th e distan ce f or BG. 
Reiter received all the help he needed 
from Falcon bats. BG only had seven 
hits in the second game but made all of 
them count. Ashland's Wayne Massa 
absorbed the loss, pitching five innings 
and allowing five walks, five hits and 
three runs. 
BG opened the scoring in the bottom 
of the first when Jeff Groth's sacrifice 
fly to center drove second baseman 
Chuck Black home. Black got on with a 
hit to left field, stole second and ad- 
vanced to third on a fielder's choice by 
JimSelgo. 
ASHLAND GOT on the board in their 
half of the second and the score 
remained the same until the Falcons 
added a run in the bottom of the third. 
Selgo reached first on a walk and ad- 
vanced on consecutive hits by Groth 
and Dana Dowers. Shane drove Selgo 
home with a sacrifice fly to centerfield. 
The Falcons came up with another 
run in the bottom of the fifth. Groth got 
a free pass to first and stole second. 
Shane scored Groth with a sacrifice fly 
to centerfield to give the Falcons a 
commanding lead. 
BG added three insurance runs in the 
sixth to break the game open and give 
Reiter the victory, his second of the 
season against one loss. 
ERRORS HURT the Falcons in the 
opener as Ashland capitalized to score 
the 4-2 win. 
Ashland and BG matched runs in the 
first inning but the Eagles came up with 
the winning run in the second. Mike 
Mauk hit a high fly that hung in the 
wind and sailed over the head of BG 
centerfielder Groth. Jim Spettle moved 
Mauk to third with a sacrifice bunt and 
leadoff batter Louis Diantonio walked. 
A throwing error by BG catcher Dave 
Kotowski, trying to catch Diantonio 
stealing, went over the head of Black 
and Mauk scored. Diantonio moved to 
third on the play and scored on a passed 
ball by Kotowski 
The Falcons got one run back on a 
home run by designated hitter Jim 
Vitale in the second inning over the 
right field fence. But the Falcons could 
come no closer and Ashland added an 
insurance run in the fourth inning. 
Dill was tagged with the loss going 
three full innings. He gave up five 
walks, three hits and had one strikeout. 
Dill was relieved by P.D. Elber in the 
fourth. He wif fed three and gave up two 
hits. 
Jim Bird was the winning pitcher, 
going the distance for the Eagles. He 
struck out four and gave up seven 
Falcon hits. Ashland had six safeties in 
the game. 
Tracksters slip past Central 
by Rob Boukltsen 
staff reporter 
Despite having to forfeit two points in a close meet, 
Bowling Green's men's track and field team defeated 
Central Mlchigan.83-79, yesterday at Whittaker track. 
A protest came from Chippewa coach Don Sazima who 
claimed that the high Jump winner Dan Safkow of BG did 
not have on proper attire. According to Mid-American 
Conference rules, all members of the team must be 
dressed alike. 
The complaint disqualified Safkow, who had cleared 6- 
feet 4-inches, and made Paul Bridge of BG, who Jumped 
the same height, the winner and CMU's Mike Smith the 
runner-up to change the scoring. 
The Falcons still came out on top with what BG coach 
Mel Brodt called' 'a very good performance.'' 
LONG JUMPER Michel Raymond led the charge with a 
winning Jump of 22- 84, his best of the year. BG swept 
that event with Joe Ritter and John Zurrer taking second 
and third, respectively. 
Jeff K. Brown won the hammer throw for the Falcons 
with a toss of 158-0. Jeff Opelt led a sweep of the javelin 
throw with a hurl of 185- Vk, Steve SanGregory and 
Brown finished behind Opelt. 
Distance races once again were a strong point for the 
Falcons as they captured victories in the 800 meters, 1,500- 
meters, 1,800-meter relay and 5,000-meter runs. 
In the 800, Kevin Ryan nosed out Steve Banovic by one 
one-hundredth of a second to win in 1:52.42. John Anich 
and Steve Housley tied for the victory in the 1,500 at 
4:01.53. Alfonzo Faison was not far behind in third with a 
time of 4:01.81. 
The 1,600 meter relay team of Tim Dayhuff, Anich, Ivor 
Emmanuel and Ryan clocked a 3:18.5 to win. 
Another double victory for BG came in the 5,000 when 
Bob Lunn and Housley both crossed the finish line at 
14:48.5. 
THE FALCONS had one winner in the short distances 
with Mark Vermillion winning the 110-yard high hurdles in 
14.73. 
BG won nine of the 19 events, but had Just enough second 
and third place finishes to overcome CMU's 10 victories. 
Included in those Chippewa wins were victories in most 
of the short distance races. 
Their 400-meter relay team won in 42.7. Herbert Newton 
won the individual 400-meters race for CMU in 48.51. 
"It was a nice, competitive meet," Brodt said. "He 
(Sazima) has got some good kids, but they've been away 
for a long time. I think he left a few kids home who could 
have made the difference." 
Brodt pointed out that CMU left a good 5,000-meter man 
home and that "they didn't really put anyone in the 1,503." 
However, Brodt said that he was pleased with the 
victory over Central, who previously had defeated Miami, 
a very strong team according to Brodt. 
staff photos by George Lunaskow 
BG's Kevin Ryan (left) grimaces as he edge* out Steve 
Banovic at the tape in the 800—meter race. Joe Ritter 
(above) shows hie form In the high Jump. 
Notre Dame netters spoil Falcon sweep 
by Ken Koppel 
staff reporter 
It's a good thing Bowling Green's 
men's tennis team only faces Notre 
Dame once a year. Otherwise the 
Falcons could1 be in for some very long 
seasons. 
The Fighting Irish defeated the 
Falcon netters for the 10th straight 
year, 6-3 in the Northern Illinois 
Quadrangular in Dekalb last weekend, 
halting BG's win streak at seven. 
The weekend was not a total loss for 
the BG netters: however. The Falcons 
were victorious in their other matches 
conquering St. Ambrose 8-1 and the host 
Huskies in their first Mid-American 
Conference (MAC) match of the year, 
8-3. 
HOWEVER, THE netters c me up 
short in the match    thev     \'anted 
most. After coming within one match 
of victory in each of the last two years, 
BG again fell prey to a stronger Irish 
squad. 
"We lost the one we wanted most," 
BG coach Gill said. "We knew we had 
an opportunity to win it. We didn't come 
as close to winning this time. They just 
plain beat us. You can't say victory was 
snatched from us this time." 
With two victories and a loss,the 
netters' record now stands at 12-3. Yet, 
despite what might appear as success, 
Gill is not yet satisfied with BG's play. 
"The thing we didn't do is progress," 
he said. "We just didn't put things 
together as a team. I don't think our 
team was as pleased as the previous 
weekend." 
GILL SAID that he is also a Little 
disappointed that the margin of victorv 
was not wider against NIU. 
"The indication for MAC play in that 
match would not go towards us," Gill 
stated. "The three spots we lost, I think 
we hurt ourselves. In MAC matches 
each guy has got to win to be seeded or 
placed in the (MAC) tournament. 
"It was a match I hoped we'd win big. 
We didn't. We just won." 
Number one and two singles players 
Tom Olson and Bud Vetter suffered 
losses against NIU as did the number 
one doubles team of Olson and Brian 
Huffer. Yet. Huffer did have a good 
tournament, winning all three of his 
singles matches to boost his mark to a 
team leading 11 wins against four 
losses. 
"He has had a middle of the season 
slump In each of the past three years," 
Gill said of Huffer, who has captured 
seven out of his last eight singles 
matches. "At least up to this point he's 
given no indication of slumping. He's 
winning more close matches. You 
might chalk that up to experience." 
THE SENIOR co-captain has not 
been the only Falcon tearing up the nets 
this year. Dave Epstein is shredding his 
share of opponents also. Epstein is off 
to an excellent start with a 10-2,8-1 slate 
in singles and doubles respectively. 
"His attitude toward college tennis 
has improved," Gill said of the 
sophomore after he won five of six 
weekend matches. "He's not playing 
quite as high in the lineup so he's not 
just being overpowered. Maybe he has 
regained his self confidence. 
"He's playing some of the strongest 
doubles of anyone on the squad this 
year. He's come a long way. His being 
as good in the doubles as he's been has 
been a key factor for us. Last year 
(finishing 7-5) he was not in the doubles 
lineup a majority of the year. In his 
junior or senior year he's got to play up 
higher." 
Epstein coupled with Steve Corey 
have won four straight doubles matches 
including two that lasted three sets. 
Now past the mid-point of the season. 
Gill feels that his doubles teams have 
finally arrived. 
BG doubles have won 15 of their last 
21 matches and Gill offers praise for 
them. 
"I think they're (Epstein and Corey) 
where I want them to be," Gill said. 
"I'd have to say we're set with our 
doubles right now." 
Falcon golfers disappointed in finish at OSU Kepler 
by Dan Firestone 
sports editor 
Bowling Green's men's golf team is 
hoping history can repeat Itself. 
The Falcons finished 14th of 22 
teams at the Ohio State University 
Kepler Intercollegiate Tournament last 
weekend BG failed to finish among the 
top three Mid-American Conference 
(MAC) schools who qualified for the 
Northern Intercollegiate Tournment 
next weekend. 
But last year's BG golf team that won 
the MAC championship also failed to 
make the Northern Intercollegiate. 
"The facts are that the MAC 
champion the last three years failed to 
qualify for the Northern," BG coach 
John Piper said. "So we have that 
precedent to follow." 
THE FIRST round of the tournament 
was cancelled because of raim *hich 
limited the tournament to 36 holes. Ohio 
State's Scarlet team won the cham- 
pionship with a 807 total, a decisive 
edge over runner-up Illinois State (624). 
BG finished at 640 with rounds of 316 and 
324. 
Miami finished third at 628, followed 
by Ball State (629) Purdue (630), Ohio 
State Grey (631) and Northern IUinios 
(631). 
MAC teams. Western Michigan and 
Ohio also finished ahead of the Falcons, 
leaving BG sixth among the MAC 
schools. 
Joey Sndelar of the OSU Scarlett 
team won the individual championship 
with scores of 73-76-179. 
PAT DUGAN WAS the Falcons' top 
man,finishing 25th of the 110 golfers 
with a 76-81-157. Gary Lust ended with 
a 161 total (77-84). 
Freshman Gary Battistoni and Senior 
Steve Cruse tied at 162 and Jeff Parsons 
rounded out BG's scoring at 166. 
"After the first round we were tied 
for 12th. Miami, Northern IUinios and 
Western Michigan blew right by us the 
second day because they played under 
better conditions. 
"The weather the second day in the 
afternoon was worse than in the 
morning and we were among the teams 
playing in the afternoon. Our second 
day score is very misleading. But that's 
the breaks of the game," Piper said. 
"I think our guys are a little disap- 
pointed because they really wanted to 
qualify for the Northern because it's at 
Ohio State this year. 
Battistoni leads the team with a 77.4 
average after nine rounds this season 
followed closely by Dugan with a 77.8 
average. Both players own the team's 
low round score with a 70 at the Mar- 
shall Invitational. 
The Falcons will compete In the Kent 
State Invitational this weekend. 
BG COACH Don Purvis said a lack of 
defensive consistency worked against 
the Falcons. 
"We're just not that far along yet," 
Purvis said. "We were not consistent in 
our defense and our catching hurt us a 
little in the first game. I'm still ex- 
perimenting with the lineup, but we 
need to play more." 
First gamt 
Ashland    120 100 0 4 t 0 
BG 110 000 0-2 7 2 
Second game 
Ashland   010 000 01 3 I 
BG 101 013 X 6 7 0 
BG netters 
clip rivals 
by Ken Koppel 
atall reporter 
They missed Easter dinner with their 
families so you'll have to excuse 
Bowling Green's women's tennis team 
if they decided to have a feast Monday. 
They were certainly hungry enough 
after their narrow 5-4 victory over rival 
University of Toledo that lasted about 
five hours. 
BG HAD a 4-2 lead after singles play 
but the number three double team of 
Diane Mickles and Tammy Zinn broke 
a 4-4 deadlock and brought home the 
victory. 
Behind 2-0, a solid baseline play by 
Mickles and some point saving volleys 
by Zinn brought the netters Into a 2-2 tie 
before an eventual 6-3 victory in the 
third and final set of the match. 
Though BG coach Joan Weston would 
have liked to see victory earlier in the 
day, she had faith in the combination 
that remained undefeatedjiow at 34. 
"They're (Mickles and Zinn) a good 
combination," Weston said. "I knew 
they had the ability to do it. It was just a 
matter of putting it all together." 
Mickles said that an incentive factor 
kept her going throughout the match. 
"It feels good to beat Toledo, because 
I'm from Toledo," Mickles said. 
"Tammy (Zinn) and I just looked at 
each other and said, 'come on we're 
going to win it,' and we won it." 
THE FALCONS defeated the Rockets 7-2 
in regular season play last year and 8-1 
In the state tournament. UT coach 
Marie Swift, happy with her team's 
improvement, will have to wait a little 
longer for victory. 
"Every match was close," Swift said. 
"It came down to the third set in third 
doubles." 
"They're a good team. We're still 
hoping to take over that winning 
position." 
Weston is hoping the remaining 
matches this season will let her breathe 
easier. 
"What they need right now is the 
tournament playing experience," she 
said. 
The victory over the Rockets raised 
the netters' record to 2-1. They were 
defeated by Ohio University last 
weekend before putting their first notch 
of the year in the win column against 
Morehead State. Both matches were 
decided bv 6-3 scores. 
If Weston had her way she would like 
to tangle with the Bobcats again before 
the state tournament. 
"I don't think It's (the match) 
representative of BG," Weston said, 
with the exception cf number two 
singles it was all three set matches. We 
were n 't playing up to out ability. 
"Given another day in the season I 
think we could beat OU. We could out 
play them. I think it was just a lack of 
practice." 
SENIOR ROBIN Zlaka was in fine tune 
for OU and the remainder of the 
weekend. Ziska, playing number five 
singles, swept her three matches. 
However,Stephanie Tober, at number 
one, is off to a slow start dropping all 
three. 
"I know her ability," Weston said of 
Tober. "I think what she needs now is a 
little more practice time." 
'Trie Falcons now head for Dayton and 
Wright State tomorrow before retur- 
ning home to face Ohio Wesleyan and 
Wittenberg Saturday. 
